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Approaches music with vernal excitement and emerges from a vast spectrum of mold with rambuncious

passion as the Federal of softer-hardcore rock and acid jam originality. 10 MP3 Songs Shake Progressive

Shake Shake Modern Rock Anchor Taxi Songs Details: Anchor Taxi began as a small collaboration effort

between two best friends. The guitarist (Peter Bergshnieder) and the vocalist (Joe Berg) went from

jamming to co-writing original songs. The two performed at a few talent shows in Conecticut, only to

realize that playing their own music is what they wanted to do. This desire sparked the flame that soon

became Anchor Taxi. In their sophomore year of high school, they set the band in motion by finding a

drummer (Matt Conover) and a bassist (Zak Starr). This elevated their ability and passion for writing new

songs. The band began writing and playing new songs constantly untill just a few months after the

formation of the group, several original compositions were completed. When they stumbled upon an

opportunity to record, they tackled it. While recording the 11 track debut album, the members of Anchor

Taxi were exposed to crutial elements of music production, which only enhanced their tightness. The

original drummer (Matt Conover), left the band in September of 2003 to attend college. Not being able to

perform did not stop their creative juices from flowing. In fact, it inspired them to further pursue their

dreams. Joe, Peter, and Zak were prepared for a long process of interviewing new drummers, but

unexpectedly clicked with the first drummer they played with (Zach Rosner). His skill and creative energy

have elevated Anchor Taxi new a new level as they continue to write new material. The members of

Anchor Taxi have been moldd by musicians such as Red Hot Chili Peppers, Martin Sexton, Incubus, Tool

and Trey Anistatio. Their debut CD, of all original songs, is soon to be released. The band is entirely

devoted to their music and thank all those who support them.
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